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RE-ELECT WASON
ALUMNI^ TRUSTEE

P r ic e , 6 C e n t s .

1922 Taking a Ride on the
Rope — Freshman - Sophomore
Rope-Pull, October 10, 1919

Defeats E. D. Sanborn
For Coveted Position

N.H.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
TRIMS VERMONT
Wins Fourth Straight
By Score of 10-0

HEAVY VOTE CAST

BUTLER SCORES

First Time in History of College That
the Alumni Association Under
took Direct Part— Executive
Committee Meets with
President Hetzel
■|
Nov. 8

‘Dutch” Kicks from 28-Yd. Line—
Short Forward Pass Gives Blue
and White Its Lone Touch
down— Game Loosely
Played

(3*

jJ The election of Alumni Trustee
^vhich was conducted during the sum
mer by the Board of Trustees o f the
college resulted in the re-election of
Mr. Edward H. Wason of Nashua.
The especially large ballot which was
cast showed very clearly the increas
ing interest of the alumni and their
desire to become a more important
factor in the affairs of the college.
For the first time in the history of
the college the Alumni Association
undertook a direct part in the elec
tion of its representative to
the
Board o f Trustees. The Nominating
Committee of the Association pre
sented as candidates for this office:
Mr. Arthur B. Hough, 1892 o f Leba
non, Mr. Edson D. Sanborn, 1910 of
Fremont, and Mr. Edward H. Wason,
1886 of Nashua. Mr. Hough later
withdrew. Following the procedure
adopted by the Board the ballots were
issued from the college office by the
Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
The vote cast for Mr. Wason and
Mr. Sanborn attested to the popularity
of both candidates and the election
proved to be most interesting.
The Board of Trustees now con
sists of the following members:
His Excellency, Governor John H.
Bartlett, A.B., ex-officio; President,
Ralph D. Hetzel, A.B., LL.B., LL.D.,
ex-officio; *Hon. Harvey L. Boutwell,
B.S., LL.D., President, Malden, Mass.;
Hon. James A. Tufts, A.B., Secretary,
Exeter; *Hon. Edward H. Wason,
B.S., D.SC., Nashua; Hon. Richard
W. Sulloway, A.B., Franklin; Hon.
William H. Caldwell, B.S., Peter
borough; Hon. Eugene S. Daniel,
Greenland; Hon. Roy D. Hunter, West
Claremont; Hon. Dwight L. Hall, A.B.,
Dover; Hon. Andrew L. Felker, Mere
dith; Hon. William T. Nichols, A.B.,
Manchester; Hon. John C. Hutchins,
North Stratford.
The Executive Committee of the
Alumni Association and the Alumni
Council will meet with
President
Hetzel at Durham on Saturday, Nov.
8. The following members have re
cently been appointed to the Council:
•-Charles H. Hood, ’80; Herbert S. Pike,
’09; Edson D. Sanborn, ’10; Mrs. John
T. Groghan, ’11; Albert H. Brown,
’11; Oscar E. Huse, ’12; James H.
Nixon, 2-year, ’03.
^Elected by the Alumni.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY’S
FIRST MEETING TONIGHT.
Tonight at the Physics lecture
room at 7.30 p. m. a meeting will be
held for the men of the college, who
are interested in the formation of a
Scientific Society.
The program for the evening has
been very carefully selected. Dr.
M. O’K. McKay, head of the Econom
ics department here, will speak on
-The Present Railway
Situation.”
•ol. Snow, commandant of the R. O.
-. C., will speak on “ The Developent of Artillery in the W ar.”
Many of the faculty think that such
society will be a great benefit to
oth themselves and to the men stu
nts of the college. Speakers will
e obtained to deliver lectures at each
eeting so as to make the society a
ilp to the college and of greater in
terest to the faculty.
The form of membership has not as
ret been decided This will probably
e announced in the next issue of the
New Hampshire.” Every member
f the faculty and the men students
jf the college are urged to be present
it the first meeting tonight.

The University of Vermont team
made the fourth eleven to bow to the
onslaught of New Hampshire’s pow
erful football machine. As in the Nor
wich game, New Hampshire scored
one touchdown and one field goal for
a total of ten points, but this time,
the Blue and White goal line remained
uncrossed. The game was loosely
played, although it was hard, clean
footbal.l The Vermont team played a
creditable game and did well to hold
New Hampshire to such a low score.
In the first period, there was much
wrangling with the referee, as the
latter did not seem to know his busi
ness. This served to show up the
game considerably and it was notice
able throughout the first half.
START SLOW

Governor B a r t l e t t
Starts New Hamp
shire’s Greatest Foot
ball Season, Sept. 27,
1919

! ter. A fter the main topic is disposed
|of a few minutes will be devoted to
|the discussion of present business
Officers for the Year Elected— Mr. V. conditions.
W. Bennett Talks on the “ Mini
SECOND INFORMAL OF
mum Day” — Next Meeting
YEAR WELL ATTENDED.
October 29— Subject “ The
U. S. Steel Strike”
The second informal of the year was

ECONOMICS CLUB
HAS FIRST MEET

The Economics Club held its first
meeting of the year in Professor Mc
Kay’s lecture room in the library last
Thursday evening at eight o’clock.
The officers for the ensuing year were
elected as follws: Chris. J. O’Leary,
Jr., ’20, President; Cecil C. Morrison,
’20, vice president; Frank Patterson,
’20, treasurer and Frances Kling, ’20,
secretary. It was also voted to allow,
for this year at least, the admission
of all students, with the exception
of freshmen, who were interested in
the study of Economics. Plans were
also discussed relative to holding so
cials during the year and an admis
sion fee of $.50 was voted to be re
quired of all students desiring to be
members o f the club.
A fter the general business meeting
Mr. Victor W. Bennett, instructor in
the Economics and Sociology here,
gave a short talk on the “ Minimum
Day.” Mr. Bennett very carefully
carried the rise o f the working man
through from the period when a reg
ular hour day was but a mist on the
horizon, up to the present time when
the demand was for a legalized six
hour day. He brought out many facts
relative to the adoption o f this pro
posed plan and the probability o f its
advantages to industry. He said that
on the-whole, the average American
workingman knew but little in re
gard to the political or national issues
at stake throughout his country while
on the other hand the average Eng
lishman was pretty thoroughly posted
on all government questions. This he
said was partly due to the fact that
the mind o f the average American has
been trained, not to read high class
writings, but rather to grab some
piece of cheap literature and digest
all that was in it. The English, for
instance have for sale at all of their
news stands high class periodicals
written by high class authors, while
our stands seem to sell nothing but
cheap fiction.
A fter Mr. Bennett’s talk which was
immensely enjoyed by all, a lively
discussion followed. The next meet
ing of the club will probably be held
Oct. 29. The discussion at this meet
ing will be under the leadership of
Milton R. Vose, ’20, and the topic will
be “ The United States Steel Strike.”
All who attend are urged to be pre
pared to say something on this mat-

held Saturday, October 18, in the col
lege gymnasium. A large number at
tended, and the affair was felt to be a
success
in every way. Excellent
music was furnished by the college
orchestra. During the intermission
ice cream cones were sold by the Y.
W. C. A. In the receiving line were
Professor and Mrs. James H. Marceau, Mr. and Mrs. Dupew, Mr. S. O.
Smith, Miss Bettell and Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. Cleveland.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS.
Oct. 22 Science Lecture, Physics Lec
ture Room, 7.30.
Oct. 23 Student Dancing Class T.
Hall.
Oct. 24 Movies, Gym, 8 p. m.
Oct. 24 Phi Mu Delta Rushing Party
T. Hall, 8 p. m.
Oct. 25 New Hampshire vs. Lowell
Textile, College Oval, 3.00 p. m.
Oct. 26 Lambda Chi Alpha Rushing
Party.
Oct. 29 Economics Club, Library, 8
p. m.
Oct. 30 Student Dancing Class.
Nov. 1 Alumni Home-Coming Day.
New Hampshire vs. M. A. C., 3.00
p. m., Oval. 1923 vs. Dartmouth,
1923, 1.30 p. m. Informal, Gymn.,
8.00 p. m.
Nov. 3 Engineering Club, DeMerritt Hall. Agricultural Club, DeMerritt Hall.
CORRECTION.
In a recent issue the “ New Hamp
shire” stated that Professor E. T.
Hudleston had designed the new
dairy barn. Mr. L. J. Batchelder was
the designer.
NO WONDER.
“ How old is your baby brother?”
asked Tommy o f a playmate.
“ One year old,” replied Johnny.
“ A h !” exclaimed Tommy, “ I’ve got
a dog a year old and he can walk
twice as well as your brother.”
“ Well, so he ought to,” replied
Johnny; “ he’s got twice as many
legs.”

VARSITY 2nd ON
TOP AT THORNTON
The Varsity 2nd team went to Saco,
Me., Saturday and helped to keep New
Hampshire in the limelight of the
foot-ball world, by defeating the
strong Thornton Academy team 3-0.
The game was close and hard fought
throughout. The second team was
handicapped because of the fact that
they had not played much together.
However, their lack of team work was
more than over-balanced by their
aggressiveness and pep.
THORNTON KICKED OFF
Thorton kicked off to the scrubs,
but the kick only went twelve yards.
On the third rush, one of the backs
fumbled and Thornton started towards
the second’s goal. On the 30-yard line
however, Thornton was forced to give
up the ball on downs. The game see
sawed back and forth during the first
half with neither team within scoring
distance. Thornton had the wind in
the second period, and punted when
ever they had the ball. They hoped
by this to get the ball in New Hamp
shire territory, but the scrubs showed
good offensive play and rushed the ball
to the middle of the field before they
had to punt.
RUMAZZA DROPS
The second team scored in the third
period when “ Eddie” Rumazza kicked
a drop from the 28-yard line after the
ball had been rushed from the New
Hampshire’s 40-yard
line. “ Pete”
Doyle blocked three punts and inter
cepted a forward in the last period
and his tackling was the feature of
the game. “ Lefty” Rowell and Cooper
also contributed some nice runs.
The score:
N. H. 2nd
Thorton Acad.
Churchill, 1. e.
r. e., Palmer
Campbell, 1. t.
r. t., Hanson
Sawyer, 1. g.
r. g., Shields
(Gay)
Doyle, c.
c., Ferguson
Mansell, r. g.
1. g., Sawyer
Greer, r. t.
1. t., Campbell
Stanley, r. e.
1. e., Vinton
Cooper, q. b.
q. b., Cole
(Sicard)
Flynn, 1. h. b.
r. h. b., Walker
(Goggin)
Rowell, r. h. b.
1. h. b., Paraday
Rumazza, f. b.
f. b., Mahaney
Score: N. H. 2nd, 3. Field goal,
Rumazza.
Referee: Leatherbarrow.
Umpire: A. Burns. Head linesman:
R. Burns. Time: four 12 min. periods.
COMING OPPONENTS SCORE.

Polite Professor: “ And how would
you decline the verb manger, Mr. Biggers ? ”
Biggers: “ With pleasure, sir!”

M. A. C., 27; W. P. I. 0.
Army, 7; Maine 0.
Harvard 7; Brown, 0.

Vermont kicked off to New Hamp
shire, and the Blue and White began
to rush the ball down the field, but
after making two first downs, they
lost it on two incompleted forward
passes.
Vermont was held, and
kicked. Once more New Hampshire
rushed the ball and lost it on downs.
During the first quarter, New Hamp
shire did not punt at all, but when
Connor commenced to kick, his long,
high spirals kept the ball in Vermont
territory most of the time. The play
remained about even during the first
half, with neither team gaining any
advantage. In the second period,
“ Dutch” attempted a drop kick from
the 30-yard line, but the signals were
mixed and he had to hurry his kick.
New Hampshire’s opportunity to
score came late in the third period
when Farmer recovered a fumble for
the Blue and White, on Vermont’s 30yard line. A fter three rushes, New
Hampshire still had two yards to go,
so “ Dutch” Connor dropped back to
the 28-yard line and booted a neat
goal. In the last period, Vermont
threw a scare into the New Hamp
shire ranks, when they rushed the ball
to the 15-yard line, but there, New
Hampshire’s husky line held firm and
Vermont was forced to surrender the
ball on downs.
ANDERSON INTERCEPTS
Anderson paved the way for the
touchdown when he intercepted a fo r
ward pass on the Vermont 35-yard
line. On the very next play, “ Dutch”
hurled a short pass to Butler, and the
latter sifted through the Vermont
backfield for a touchdown. This score
came in the last two minutes of play.
Bell kicked the goal. “ Murk” Hazeltine and “ Buck” Harvell played well
for the Blue and White, while Schmidt
and Brock did well for the Vermont
team.
The score:
New Hampshire
Vermont
Leavitt, 1. e.
r. e., Curran
(H aggerty)
Gadbois, 1. t.
r. t., Garrity
Bell, 1. g.
r. g., Soule
Harvell, c.
c., Fitzpatrick
Graham, Capt., r. g.
1. g., Dyer
(Lovejoy)
(Johnson)
Hazeltine, r. t.
1. t., Schmidt
Anderson, r. e.
1. e., Tomasi
Reardon, q. b.
q. b., Barrows
(Butler)
Davis, 1. h. b.
r. h. b., Connolly
Farmer, r. h. b.
1. h. b., Brock
Connor, f. b.
f. b., Smith
Score: New Hampshire State, 10;
University of Vermont, 0. Touch
down: Butler. Goal from touchdown,
Bell. Field goal: Connor. Referee:
A. W. Peach of Norwich University.
Field linesman: Capt. J. T. Cole, U.
S. A. Time: Four 12-min. periods.
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master approached, that he might
walk over, around, or on them as he
saw fit. Without a doubt if the luck
O f f ic ia l O r g a n of
less upperclassman should attempt
T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e C ollege
this experiment, he would be trod
upon with all the insouciance that “ La
NEWS DEPARTMENT.
C h r i s . J . O ’ L e a r y , J r ., ’ 2 0 ,
M a n a g i n g E d i t o r belle dame sans merci” could mus
A . S. B a k e r , ’21,
N e w s E d it o r
ter, but just as he seriously considers
M a r jo r ie S a x t o n , ’ 2 0 ,
S o c ie ty E d it o r
J u d it h J e n n e s s , ’ 2 0 ,
A lu m n i E d it o r
this, a message comes racing over the
R a e b u r n S . H u n t , ’ 21,
E d ito r ia l W r it e r
L o u is e B u r d e t t , ’ 2 1 ,
E x c h a n g e E d i t o r much jumbled axones and dendrytes
O . W . P ik e , ’ 20,
R ep orters
of his perplexed nervous system. By
H . S . A b b o t t , ’ 20
B . M. D a v i s , ’21
some freak o f memory, some sugges
H. P. K e l s e y , ’22
M iss A l i c e K n o x , ’ 21
tive association of ideas, he recalls
S T . A l l i n g *22
P r o f . H. H . S c u d d e r ,
Faculty A dviser having passed the show windows of
“ Lothrop and Farnham’s” and seeing
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
suits, tagged $45.00 Fortune favors
M iss A b b y K . H e r l i h y , ’ 20, Business M anager the brave.
Discretion is the better
E. J. T h o m p s o n , ’20,
Asst. Bus. M anager
P r o f . E. G e t c h e l l ,
Faculty A dviser part of valor.
The well developed
mind of the upperclassman proves its
Published W eekly by the Students.
worth in a crisis. He decides that
Subscription rates to students, $1.25 per
y e a r ; to alumni, $1.75; single copies, 6 cents. this act would be inadvisable.
Subscriptions made payable to T h e N e w
The skirmish line sweeps nearer and
H a m p s h i r e , Durham , N . H .
Subscribers not receiving cop y will please nearer.
He glances to the left side of
notify the Business M anager at once.
the walk. The footing seems fairly
Entered as second class m atter, October 30,
1914, at the post office at Durham, N ew H am p good there, and he is about to side
shire under the act o f M arch 3, 1879.
track, when suddenly the intricate
A cceptance fo r m ailing at special rate o f
postage provided fo r in Section 1103, A ct o f mechanism of his sorely taxed, ner
October 3, 1917. Authorized September 1,
vous system again flashes a danger
1918.
signal. Perhaps he has driven a car.
Durham, N. H., October 22, 1919.
He is familiar with the traffic regu
lations. He has seen or heard o f hor
A PROBLEM IN PSYCHOLOGY. rible accidents that occurred when
some careless individual failed to
The comparatively recent but never “ keep to the right.” The cortex of
theless, rapidly increasing influx of his cerebrum is working over time.
women students to this institution is A new visualization occurs.
A large sign with “ Keep to the
undoubtedly causing the men of the
college to experience a wide variety right” printed in red letters, with a
of conflicting emotions. Some men skull and crossbones engraved below
believe that this invasion which is this, flashes to mind. It acts as a
assuming such alarming proportions, command. His military training now
threatens the very foundation o f free comes to his rescue. He hears the
dom, serenity and the many fine things command, obeys, swerves to the right
which the college man, influenced by and is temporarily saved.
The skirmish line is now almost
custom and tradition, holds dear.
Others who are in direct opposition to upon him. Something must be done.
this view, believe that the influx will Instinct, memory, imagination, decis
bring all the blessings, privileges, and ion and luck, all these may fail him
delightful influences that the introduc but there yet remains one saving
tion o f Christianity brought to the grace. Memory and the other facul
barbaric tribes of ancient Britain. ties have monopolized the stage long
Fortunately there are in our college enough. Habit now comes to the
but a few singular individuals, who, rescue. He steps to the right, off the
unwilling to commit
themselves, walk. Perhaps he sprains an ankle,
choose to remain cynically indifferent wets his feet, or suffers from some
to the whole matter. Scott must have other abomination, but habit is now
been thinking of such men when he his master.
The company front is now abreast
wrote,
“ Breathes there the man, with soul so of him. Habit brings his hand up to
a salute. Like a reviewing officer he
dead,
stands fast until the procession
Who never to himself hath said,
passes by. Then he collects his scat
This is my own my native land!”
For veritably, they are the personifi tered wits, steps back to the walk and
cation o f Nero, fiddling while Rome moves on to meet the next catas
trophe, with the firm belief in his
was burning.
Notwithstanding the fact that the mind that if this is how higher edu
presence of women in college causes cation and woman suffrage affect
various reactions and widely diver women, he for one will always fight
gent views on the part of the men, on the side of the anti’s.
Men of New Hampshire College will
in regard to certain aspects o f the
question they are agreed. Views may probably never cease to wonder why
be altered, while habits may require it is, that women students when walk
changing and customs readjusting, ing on the side-walks, find it necessary
but there still persists in the mind of to proceed three or four abreast, and
each man the question which in its in to clasp one another, so closely and
creasing seriousness is causing the caressingly as to form an impassable
greatest perturbation— shall men of barrier for other pedestrians. He will
the college be permitted to use the never be able to decide why it is that
side-walks, or must they forsake the though they assemble in mass forma
tion here on the narrow side-walks of
side-walks and use only the roads?
The young women of the institution our city, they never utilize the more
have a peculiar custom of moving advantageous facilities afforded in
about Durham in groups. The sight larger neighboring cities.
Is a monopoly in Durham more jus
of one of these groups o f women,
sweeping along the narrow side-walks tifiable or more defensible than a sim
in a column o f squads formation, is ilar one in Dover, for instance? Or
sufficient to cause a question in the must the location of Durham in ref
mind o f any man who is unlucky erence to its remoteness from the
enough to meet them, as to just what centers of civilization be considered?
Certainly the problem which now
his course of action shall be. A psy
chologist would marvel at the rapid exists and which is increasing in its
ity with which his agitated brain now seriousness with astounding rapidity,
is to be viewed with genuine alarm.
functions.
He knows that by all the laws of In many spots the side-walks of Durmuch abused chivalry these women han are none too good. In all prob
have the right of way— he knows and ability before they are widened to any
they know he knows. He knows that material extent some of us will have
they will not swerve one sixteenth of grandsons matriculating at the insti
Widening
the
side-walks
an inch from their course, for him. tution.
He is aware of the fact that in all would, after all, only afford the women
probability, on one side of the walk operations on a larger scale, for in
there is a drop into the road below place o f squads there would be
awaiting, while on the other side there platoons and even this formation
is probably a ditch, wet grass, a mud- might in the course of time be super
hole, or some similar inconvenience. seded by a column of companies.
It may be difficult for a camel to
The phalanx is approaching rapidly.
What shall he do? There are several go through the eye of a needle, but
the lone pedestrian who is desirous of
possibilities.
If he is a freshman he can stop and traversing the walks of Durham un
stand as much like a statue as his impeded will soon be convinced that
shaking knees will permit. I f he is a his task is no sinecure. What shall
sophomore he can preserve his cher he do ?
Man cannot take upon himself the
ished pomposity by executing a line
plunge, or some approved act once form of a mouse, if he could his right
popular in the paleolithic age. But if of way on the side-walks o f Durham
as it often happens, he is a senior or would be unquestioned.
a junior, the problem is not so easily
Must he continue in passive sub
solved.
mission to this unrightous oppres
Perhaps he recalls having read of sion? Shall he walk in the road and
an ancient custom that serfs once had thus encur the risk of being knocked
— the custom of throwing themselves forty miles to sunset by a speeding
prostrate upon the ground when their flivver ?

“ Is life so dear and peace so sweet,
as to be purchased at the price of
liberty?”
This problem would tax the brain
of the most resourceful diplomat. It
threatens to steal away the peace of
mind of all those, whose only fault is,
— they are men and not coe-ds.
Students must go to classes occasion
ally and to Grant’s subterranean ren
dezvous— often.
They must walk
somewhere but are they to be per
mitted to walk anywhere ? Even
some professors have signified their
inability to answer this question.
“ What dire offense from amourous
causes spring?
What mighty contests rise from triv
ial things?”
For remedies all sorts of possibilites
have been suggested, but they all con
flict with the immutable laws o f chiv
alry and etiquette. Such a problem,
it is believed, could never have arisen
in the good old days of the stone age.
Rousseau would assert this to be a
result o f the refining but deleterious
effects o f civilization. So it would
seem that the solution— if such there
is to be— must come from those who
originated the problem. If from the
greatness of certain hearts the prob
lem is resolved, from the same origin
must come the solution.
It is to be desired that the young
women of the institution, realize that
in college as in other places men must
walk on the side-walks. All must
hope this realization will occur before
some unfortnuate man breaks his
leg, or his neck. If the young women
desire to preserve or foster the be
liefs in the minds of men, that in
women are found kindness, courtesy
and the finer sensibilities, then they
will do well to decide that, in the last
analysis, space enough on the side
walks should be marked off and re
served, to permit at least the passing
of small men, and to enable them to
tread without fear o f disaster or of
any inconvenience.
“ TW O-YEAR AGGIE” COURSE
HAS MANY ADVANTAGES.
Established in 1895, the Two-Year
Course of New Hampshire College
offers great advantages to those who
wish to specialize in agriculture and
who lack time, money or preparation
to take the regular course.
*
The course deals with agricultural
subjects such as dairying, livestock
raising, poultry, horticulture, forestry
or general farming. Although it is
open to students who have had no pre
vious training on the farm, the en
trance o f such is not encouraged be
cause of their lack of practical ex
perience. By careful study, it is pos
sible for an inexperienced student to
pass the course with credit.
The course is open to all young men
who have a knowledge of reading,
writing, spelling, arithmetic, gram
mar, geography and United States
history. Applicants who are over
eighteen years o f age will be admitted
without examination, while others
who do not bring satisfactory certifi
cates to show their proficiency in the
subjects mentioned will be given en
trance examinations.
The expenses of the course will vary
with the tastes o f the student and the
kind of accommodations which he se
cures. The college grants a limited
number of scholarships which cover
the annual tuition of $60. If a stu
dent holds a scholarship the total
average expense for the year is about
$250. Many students, however, by
working for their board or room, or
by doing various odd jobs are able to
go through the year with a cash out
lay not exceeding $150.
The two-year course offers the priv
ilege of participation in all college
activities; a short cut to successful
farming; it increases the earning ca
pacity of the young farmer; it broad
ens his knowledge of his business; it
gives him a new interest in the work
of the farm ; and above all it affords
him a training which will make him
a better, a bigger and a more useful
citizen in his community.
Two hundred and twenty-nine stu
dents have completed this course
since its institution.

“ Penn the Florist” and “ Say it with
Flowers.” They can be purchased at
a reasonable price at the greenhouses.
All students are welcome to visit the
place. Instructor J. Macfarlane, who
is a flower enthusiast, is always will
ing to give information about the
growing of flowers to any student un
able to take class work as well as
those that are taking it. His slogan
is, “ A florist for every ten inhabi
tants” throughout our favored land.
Mr. Mcfarlane claims that few busi
nesses are more desirable or more
elevating than that of the florist, it is
also proving very profitable at the
present time.
DURHAM CHAPTER OF THE
RED CROSS IS ACTIVE.
The Durham Chapter o f the Red
Cross is making preparations for the
big drive for increased membership
which is scheduled for the week be
ginning November 2. Last year, be
cause of the war, an effort was made
to secure members at New Hampshire
College only among the women stu
dents and the total membership was
but 330. This year Dr. Richards
hopes to reach a total of 800.
In the college the drive will be con
ducted by classes; teams will be se
lected and these teams will compete
with each other. Some public an
nouncement of daily progress will be
made and results will be graphically
presented by means of advancing
clock hands or the daily upward climb
of a gigantic thermometer.
THE LINE-UP.
On to victory,
t
Our men will fight to do or die.
Old New Hampshire’s here,
So we’ll raise our banners high;
For Alma Mater dear
New Hampshire fight with all your
might.
On to victory,
Forever blue and white.
ALMA MATER.
New Hampshire, Alma Mater
All hail! all hail to thee!
Behind thee tower the mountains,
Before thee roars the sea.
Thy sons and daughters ever
Thy praises loud shall sing
New Hampshire, Alma Mater,
Accept an offering.
We love thee, old New Hampshire
And to the White and Blue,
Where’er our work shall call us,
We always will be true,
We’ll ever guard thy honor,
Bright shall thy memory be
New Hampshire, Alma Mater
All hail! all hail to thee!
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE.
Were you a member of your church
at home? Every new student will be
given the opportunity to continue
their church affiliation by becoming
an associate member of the Commun
ity Church of Durham.
Some student will see you person
ally on this matter some time this
week. Don’t think you have out
grown the church. It needs you and
you need it now as much as at home.
If you happen to be overlooked in
this “ drive” see Rev. Mr. Vaughan
Dabney or Mr. Fisher, the “ Y ” sec
retary.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE LIBRARY.
Interesting New Books.

Barrie, J. M. Quality street. 822B27q
Beith, Ian Hay. The last million. A
“ bright, breezy, and humorous story
of the American doughboys.
940.9B423
Croft, Terrell. Practical electric ilium
ination.
621.32 C941
Duggan, S. P. League of nations. A
authoritative and intelligible expo
sition of the subject.
335C244
Dunne, F. P. Mr. Dooley on making a
will and other necessary evils.
More humorous essays from an ola
favorite.
814D928o
Gillette, J. M. Constructive rural so
ciology.
630.1 G479
Illuminating engineering practice.
621.32C941
Jansky, C. M. Theory and operation
of direct current machinery.
621.3132J35
Kerfott, J. B. How to read. A fas
cinating book on the appreciation
of reading and literature. 028K39
Kipling. The years between. War
poems.
821K57yb
LaMotte, E. N. Peking dust. Very
readable sketches of modern China.
915.1 L235
Lecomte, G. C. Georges Clemenceau
A biographical study of the “ Tiger
of France”
B C626 1
Long, W. J. How animals talk; and
other pleasant studies of birds and
beasts.
590 L849
Lowes, J. L. Convention and revolt
in poetry.
821.09 L917
McCrae, John. In Flanders fields.
War poems.
821 M132f
Sibley, Frank. With
the
Yankee
division in France. Author was a
member o f the division. 940.9 S564
Stull, William. Food crisis and Am
ericanism. A
statement
of the
economic condition of agriculture
and suggestion of remedies.
630.973 S934
Untermeyer, Louis. The new era in
American poetry.
811.01 U61
Wildman. Reconstructing America.
320.9739 W674
FICTION.
Babcock. The soul of Anne Rutledge
B112
Bosher. His friend Miss McFarlane
B743 h
Chekhov. Rothschild’s fiddle. C516
Christopher and Columbus; by tht
author o f Elizabeth and her Ger
man garden.
A749<
Deland. The promises of Alice. D335p
Demorgan. The old madhouse. D386
Johnston. The Gay-Dombeys.
Cot
tinues the history of characters i
Dickens’ Dombey and Son.
J724
Lagerlof. Jerusalem.
L174j
Marshall. The Clintons.
M366*.
Porter, Eleaonor. Dawn.
P843d
Rinehart, Mr. R. Dangerous days.
R579d
Roberts, C. G. D. Jin: the story of
a backwoods police dog.
R643j
Snaith. The undefeated.
S669u
Swinnerton. Shops and houses. S978s
Tarkington. Ramsey Milholland.
T187r
N. E. I. A. A. PLANS
CROSS COUNTRY

RUN

At a meeting of the managers of th
New England Intercollegiate Athleti
Association at the B. A. A. Clubhous*
Boston, Mass., last Sunday at 3.00 i
m., it was decided that the annua
New England Intercollegiate Cro?
Country Run will be held Novembe
15 in the Franklin Park
Cours
Giles Martin, manager of intersch
Y. M. C. A. MEETING.
lastic track meet, season of 1917, ri
All New Hampshire State men are resented the college at the meeting.
most cordially invited to attend the
Men’s meeting Wednesday, October FRESHMAN DANCING CLASS
IS VERY SUCCESSFU
22.

Perley Foster, State Secretary of
the Y. M. C. A , who recently returned
from Russia, will speak. “ Perley” is
a New Hampshire State man who
more than made good both in college
and the outside world.
Time and place: 7.00 p. m., Y. M.
C. A. Hut. Meeting will be over in
plenty of time for Y. W. C. A. movies.
Dr. Seerly, Sex Education expert of
international reputation, Arthur E.
Holt, Prof. Charles Foster Kent, of
Yale, and others of like repute can be
obtained for this Men’s Meeting pro
vided New Hampshire State men
THE COLLEGE GREENHOUSES. want vital religion interpreted in pop
ular terminology and feel the need of
The greenhouses with their varied developing a Christian men’s con
collection of plants are well worth a sciousness of the campus.
visit.
The
chrysanthemum
that
“ Queen of the Autumn” is unfolding Fair Imogen’s a classy chick,
For styles she is a hummer,
its blossoms and will be at its best
in November. Carnations in various She’ll wear V necks from now till
May
hues are also in flower. I f you have
a message to send to the loved ones And dress in furs next summer.
— Ex.
at home, remember the slogan of

The freshman dancing class, um
the direction of Miss Helen B. Bai
lett, met for the first time last Thurs
day evening in the girls’ gymnasium
in “ T.” Hall. As there were, mort
men than girls present, it has b^r
announced that a few senior girls
come into the class in order tha
may have partners.
SOPHOMORES MAKE FOWLER
PRESIDENT OF CLAt
At a recent meeting of the Sop more class the following officers w
elected: President, Karl R. Fowlei
Lebanon, N. H.; vice president, H»
E. Chase of Smithtown, N. H.; sec
tary, Marion E. Berry of Hampt
N. H.; treasurer, Oakes K. Lawren
of Tilton, N. H.
A Good Match.— “ When I get a car
I want one which will suit me.”
“ Then, my dear, you had better ge.
a runabout.”— Baltimore American.

bors as our equal.
If we fail to do
this, if we do not come to the real
ization of the fact that in the eyes
of the Unseen Power we are all equal
regardless of state, sex, or color, then
our boys lying beneath the sod in
Rev. Dr. Jump of
Flanders fields will not sleep though
Manchester at Chapel little, white crosses mark their graves
and poppies continue to blow on the
INTERESTING TOPIC
sacred soil on which they fell.
The students joined in singing Alma
Dr. Jump Holds Audience Spellbound
Mater accompanied by the college or
As He Relates Some of His Ex
chestra, and the service was brought
periences— America, the Young
to an end.
Nation, Has Come Forward

TKN THOUSAND
MILES OF MEN

DEAN E. R. GROVES
ADDRESSES WOMEN
Speaks on “ Discontent” — Advise Girls
to Prepare for Hard Tests of
Life— Defines Life
Dean E. R. Groves spoke on “ Dis
content” at the women’s convocation
at the “ Y ” hut last Thursday after
noon. Dean Groves began his talk by
a few remarks regarding Mrs. Eliz
abeth DeMerritt, the new dean of
women. One remark that he made
was that several years ago he wrote
to President Fairchild, who was then
in the South, in regard to making Mrs.
DeMerritt dean of women. He said
that what he had wanted then had
come to pass now, and that he was
satisfied that the best that could be
done for the welfare of the women
students would be done by Mrs. De
Merritt.
HARD TESTS TO MEET
Dean Groves divided his topic, “ Dis
content” into three major divisions:
Substance, Purpose and Value. He
talked informally on each division,
telling the women how they must pre
pare themselves now for the hard
tests of life which are before them;
and if they were not prepared that the
bitterness which must sometime enter
their lives would surely result in de
spair. He said: “ Life is just this—
the giving up of things that have be
come precious, and the taking of
things which may prove great.”
A fter convocation Mrs. DeMerritt
spoke to the girls in regard to the
“ squirming out” of rules which has
been going on lately. She said that
one young lady had been heard to re
mark to her escort: “ Oh, I don’t have
to go in yet— we have two minutes
more before the half-hour time limit
is up.” The thirty minutes allowed is
a maxima, not a minima, and is only
to be used in case the young lady or
her escort are on a committee and
have some necessary work to do after
the social function.

At the weekly chapel services held GIRLS’ CLUB MEMBERS WIN
$50 CANNING PRIZE.
last Wednesday in the Gymnasium,
the Rev. Herbert Atchinson Jump of
New Hampshire boys and girls
Manchester, N. H., spoke. President
save been carrying off their share of
Ralph
D.
Hetzel,
who
presided,
intro
t h e ” Wo n k k i t t i n G m i l l s c o .
CS.E,VEi-A.N
duced Mr. Jump and announced the the honors in competition at the inter
title of his speech to be “ Ten Thous state fairs this fall. Miss Mary L.
Sanborn, Assistant State Boys’ and
and Miles of Men.”
As a Y. M. C. A. worker, Rev. Mr. Girls’ Club Leader of the New Hamp
Jump had occasion to be with the shire College Extension Service, has
“ laddies in khaki” in England, France just received a check for $50 won by
and Germany and saw the actions of girl club members as the first prize
in the inter-state canning exhibit at
the American boy on foreign soil.
This store caters to the college trade.
One day he had an opportunity to the New England Fair at Worcester.
The list below will give an idea of the unusual articles to be visit an old German castle not many The prize was awarded for the 96 best
miles from the Rhine. While going jars exhibited by the girls of any
found here:
about the ruins, he observed an Amer New England state. Sixteen girls
ican soldier on guard duty. Dr. Jump participated in sending these jars to
Heather Hose for Women and Men.
thought what a really marvelous pic the Worcester Fair, and the prize will
High or Low Shoes of Cordovan.
ture this was, a young American sold be divided among them.
At the Eastern States Exposition at
ier, a mere youth, holding sway over
Silk Hose in All Qualities.
this grand, old relic of the Middle Springfield 31 places were won by
Ages. Allowing his mind to travel New Hampshire Club members. Nine
Leather Coats and Jerkins.
further along this train of thought, of these prizes were won in demon
Soft Hats in Mello Weights of the Stetson or Borsalino make. he saw how this picture truly typified stration contests, four of them being
the part America played in the World second, three thirds and two fourths
Snappy Styles in Sheep Lined Coats.
War. America, a young nation given In the judging contests one first, one
last mention among the greater pow second, three thrids and two fourths
ers of the earth, had come forward, were secured, while in the exhibits
shown authority, and told old Europe eight firsts, five seconds and two
thirds were awarded.
what to do and how to do it.
AMERICANS “ THERE”
H. A. MOSTROM SELECTED
The clergyman said that whenever
DOVER,
n e w HAMPSHIRE
AS BOYS’ CLUB LEADER.
a difficult problem was confronted,
which had to be solved on short order,
Harold A. Mostrom of Concord, N.
the Americans were the ones who
H.,
has been appointed State Boys’
MRS. E. J. MICHEL
solved it. He told of an instance
and Girls’ Club Leader to take the
wherein a map had to be drawn in
place formerly held by L. A. Carlisle
twenty-four hours’ time. The French
The ONE Milliner
recently resigned from the position,
asked for a week’s time in which to
which he had held ever since the be GLEE CLUB HOLDS FIRST
complete operations. Upon consulting
370 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
ginning of club work in the state five
MEETING WITH NEW COACH.
some American engineers, it was
years ago, and his loss has been
learned that they could and would
keenly felt by the Extension Service
THE
The New Hampshire College Glee
draw the map in twenty-four hours.
and by the many friends whom he Club held its first rehearsal with the
Our boys showed this same spirit all
made throughout the state.
new coach Mr. George H. Dockham of
through the fight, said Mr. Jump.
Mr. Mostrom, who succeeds him, has Manchester, last Thursday night in
First-class Work Guaranteed
They put a new life and vigor into the
made an enviable reputation for his the new music rooms at Nesmith Hall.
old, slow-turning wheels of European
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
work in the club organization in the At that time Mr. Dockham tested the
industry and made impossibilities be
360 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
central part of the state. He had men’s voices and classified the candi
AND CREAM
come realities. He lauded the bril
charge of boys’ club work in Merri dates.
liant work o f the American engineers,
mack and Hillsboro counties during
Central Plumbing
The Glee Club is anticipating a very
All Dairy Products
and said that it was through their
the war period, and this year has been successful and beneficial year to both
and Heating Co.
untiring efforts that the harbor of
leading the club activities of both the organization and the college. With
J. P. MURPHY, MGR.
Brest was made one of the best in
boys and girls in Merrimack County. the co-operation of members of the
Our Motto: Quality, Price, Service Executive Offices and Chemical and Europe.
He is a graduate of the Massachusetts club, student body and college fa c
3 Orchard Street,
Dover, N. H.
Bacteriological Laboratories.
IDEALISM
Agricultural College, and formerly ulty the annual trip which is to be
The pastor told o f the idealism of taught agriculture in the Keene Nor
made during the Christmas vacation
Dr. F. I. Reynolds Dr. R. K. Hodgkins
494 RUTHERFORD AVENUE,
our boys “ over there.” They went mal School.
should be a great success.
BOSTON, MASS.
into the fight, giving up all hatred
Everyone is urged to support ac
they
ever
had
against
anyone
or
any
COLLECTORS FOR ROOSEVELT
DENTISTS
tively this organization. Come to the
thing. Our boys forgot creed, doc
MEMORIAL FUND CHOSEN, rehearsal Thursday night at 7.30.
trines, and party lines; it made no dif
Dover.
440 Central Avenue,
Watch the bulletin board for designa
ference whether one was black or
At a meeting of the Ballard Hall
tion of place of meeting.
white with them.
girls Wednesday evening a rule con
DAIRY EXPERTS
They have come back to the land of cerning quiet hours was adopted. The
CHARLES F. SMITH
the free and the home of the brave following were chosen to serve as col GRAND OPPORTUNITIES ARE
OFFERED IN DURHAM CHOIR.
Dr. W. W. Hayes
Dr. E. A. Shorey and will expect the American people lectors in the coming drive for the
Merchant Tailor
to forget their religious differences, Roosevelt fund: Miriam Furber, ’20;
The Durham choir which holds reg
said Mr. Jump. Those boys went Sadie Griffiths, ’22; and Mildred
Cleaning, Pressing
and
Repairing
ular rehearsals Thursday evenings at
across to fight for democracy and lib Bangs, ’23.
the Durham church and which sings
440 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
erty for all; they do not want to come
At a meeting of the Smith Hal1
Strafford Banks B’ld’g.
Tel. 61-1. back here and find our cities in the girls on the same night Lucie Jones, every Sunday at morning worship is
an organization worthy of support by
midst of a race riot, a police strike or ’20, and Flora Cummings, ’20, were
everyone in town and college.
the
like.
Dr.
Jump
begged
the
stu
elected to collect all contributions to
Service Prom pt
W ork Satisfactory
DANCING
The choir has always been valued
dent body to exert all its influences the Roosevelt Fund from Smith Hall
by members of the congregation of
Every Saturday Night
toward making the land ring with har girls. Plans for social activities dur
the Durham church, who have given
Tel 307-M
BANQUET HALL
mony.
ing the year were discussed.
hearty support to all its needs and de
The Manchester clergyman highly
City Building, Dover, N. H.
sires. It offers many opportunities
praised the work which our American Y. W. C. A. HAS ANNUAL
to members of the Glee Clubs of the
W aldron Street, Corner Central Avenue
Allen’s Banjo Orchestra
women performed
overseas.
The
ADMISSION SERVICE.
college and all others who sing. An
sight of an American always made
At the regular Y. W. C. A. hour on opportunity to study a class of the
our boys think of the little girls way
Merchants’ National Bank back home, and with renewed vigor Wednesday night the yearly admis so-called “ better music;” an opportun
FRED C. SMALLEY
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE they went about their work determ- sion service for new members was ity for soloists; an opportunity for
quartets; and a wonderful experience
Capital $100,000
Surplus $50,000 mined to win out. He told of a beau held, as the close of “ membership
Granite and Marble
week.” Mrs. O. V. Henderson, Pres in choral singing.
tiful
picture
he
saw
one
night
wherein
Small Accounts Solicited
All of these opportunities present
about one hundred soldiers were ident of the Advisory Board, spoke to
Safety
Deposit Boxes for Rent
experiences which will not only form
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
the
girls
on
“
The
meaning
of
being
seated
around
an
open
fireplace.
In
Dover, N. H.
a pleasing memory of college days, if
the midst of them was an American an Association member.” The candle
taken advantage of, but will prove a
yeowoman who was telling the boys lighting ceremony was used, and the
Our Fall and Winter Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and of the land they loved so well from new members were received by the valuable asset to the men and women
who leave this college to become the
whence she had recently come. As president. The singing of the “ Hymn
Shirt Waists Are the Best
leaders
in other communities.
that girl told of the fields, the hills, o f Lights,” by a quartette ended the
The church choir, college men and
and valleys, the boys and girls of old service.
Come in and let us show them to you. The Dry Goods Store
women, an opportunity, a social cen
Columbia, Mr. Jump said not one of
ter, an organization worthy of sup
that keeps what you want.
those listeners stirred; they were gaz
ANNOUNCEMENT.
port appeals to you to become a mem
ing into the fire and dreaming a
ber of this organization.
dream o f the ones back home. Now
Mrs. Marion O’K. McKay at a
they have returned, and the minister
tea given to the Chi Omega fra
asked his hearers to make their dream
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Dover, N. H.
ternity last Saturday afternoon,
Franklin Square,
a reality.
FRATERNITY HOLDS
announced the engagement of her
HOUSE DANCE.
DUTY TO PERFORM
sister, Polly E. Bailey, ’20, to Louis
In his closing remarks, Dr. Jump
Cook’s Stationery Store
Hoffman, ’19. Mr.
Hoffman is
The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
emphasized the fact that all o f us
working for the American Tele
STATIONERY, BOOKS, PICTURE
celebrated
its first freshman rushing
have
a
duty
to
perform,
and
that
is,
Walk-Over Shoe Store
phone and Telegraph Company in
party at its house on Saturday even
FRAMING, M ILITARY GOODS
to give up our old feuds and petty
HARRY E. HUGHES
Trenton, N. J.
ing, Oct. 11, 1919.
Dover, N. H. creed-doctrines and accept our neighOn the Bridge,
Dover, N. H. 426 Central Avenue,

W e have the new ACE C A P in all colors
and combinations

LOTHROPS-FARNHAM CO.

HORTON STUDIO

H. P. HOOD & SONS
DENTISTS

BYRON F. HAYES

WALK-OVER SHOES

TH>: N i w HAMPSHIRE. OCTOBER 22, 1919.

YOUNG MAN
Just run in and see the New Line of
Young Men's Stuff*
Suits and Over
coats that were designed in color, fabric
and cut, specially for young men*

O P P O R T U N IT IE S IN

REV. MR. DABNEY TO ATTEND
NATIONAL COUNCIL MEETING.

P H Y S IC A L RESEARCH
f

By I)r. H. L. Howes, Professor of Physics, New Hampshire
State College

Six hundred messengers represent
ing
six
thousand
Congregational
churches from Maine to California
will gather in Grand Rapids, Oct. 2229 for the meeting of the National
Council of Congregational churches.
Such speakers as Raymond Robins,
Hon. J. A. Macdonald, Toronto, and
Hon. William Howard Taft will ad
dress
the
convention. The
Rev.
Vaughan Dabney will represent the
Durham church at this great gather
ing. Friends of Mr. Dabney quietly
collected sufficient funds to enable him
to make the trip. In his absence Dr.
S. H. Dana of Exeter will preach next
Sunday. Mr. Dabney has been ap
pointed a member of the International
Council on Young People’s Work
which will meet in connection with
the Council.

It is not necessary to restate that ment in the making of the X-ray tube
there is need of more and more re offers a beautiful field for the young
search— the war brought forth that student of physics. It is only a gen
fact and it is an axiom in the annals eration ago that the X-rays were dis
of organized labor, o f manufacturers, covered by Dr. Conrad Roentgen, and
and of the colleges. As for the atti although the inherent possibilities of
tude of one o f our foremost colleges, the rays were recognized it is only
it may be said that the two watch within the last ten years that the field
words of our colleges are “ Efficiency of investigation has been greatly
in instruction and productivity in re opened. Through the discovery of
search.” The world war has left the crystal images formed by X-ray trans
nations all the more dependent on re mission by Laue and the epochal work
search for their recovery and pro by W. H. Bragg and his son we have
gress. The scientists and the mili given to the geologist a wonderful tool
tary men know that to save lives and for the investigation of crystal struc
win wars it is necessary to be equipped ture. The studies o f the ionization by
with most highly perfected and per the X-rays opens another field for PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES ARE EXAMINED.
fectly adapted machines. The man work on their properties as well as a
ufacturer and the laborer now realize better understanding of the structure
All the girls of the college, who are
that to win in a commercial way they of the atom. Their use to the surgeon
taking
physical education, have been
in
locating
foreign
bodies
in
the
hu
must likewise have the most modern
equipment. Such engines are the ap man body is now indispensable. The given a physical examination by Dr.
436 Central Avenue,
DOVER, N. H.
plication of the principles o f the pure possibilities of the rays in the in Chesley of Exeter, assisted by Miss
scientist, and those principles cannot hibition of cancer and of internal se Bartlett. Girls must pass this exam
be discovered in over night or in four cretions is still in the experimental ination before they can play on
hockey, baketball or soccer teams. Dr.
years, but are the result of centuries stage of development.
CHARLES S. LANGLEY
LESTER L. LANGLEY o f patient research. Research in pure
An allied field of work for the Chesley stated that she found the gen
science must be done first. As the aspiring young physicist is the im eral health of the girls to be very
spring cannot rise higher than its proving of the vacuum tubes for the good indeed, in comparison with con
Dealers in
ditions which she has found in exam
source neither can applied science rise electro-magnet transmission o f intel
LUMBER, COAL, WOOD, GRAIN, HAY, FLOUR, LIME, higher than pure science. Prof. ligence— the
so-called
“ audions,” ination elsewhere.
CEMENT, ETC.
Taussig, in a recent issue of the “ A t “ Kenetrons,” “ pliatrons,” etc. Both OFFICIAL COLLEGE
lantic Monthly” shows us that only this field and the X-ray field imply
T R U C K I N G
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
by increased productivity per capita extensive studies into the methods of
can we overcome the present ratio obtaining and maintaining extremely
October 14, 1919.
Nor have we completed
between wages and living. Such in high vacua.
Action by the Administrative Com
creased productivity is the logical re the list of fields open to the young mittee.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
sult o f much more research. Let investigator.
From Thursday, October 16 to Mon
The science of aerodynamics, based day, November 24, the schedules of
these ideas be the sufficient reason
for the choice of research as a profes on the experiments and calculations all afternoon classes are to be set for
Dover,
New Hampshire sion.
of Lillienthal, Langley, and other ward fifteen minutes, with the excep
Let us consider for a few moments physicists found its fruit in the labors tion of those on Wednesday after
the importance o f physical research of the Wright brothers, and as a re noon; and, all members of the foot
to some of our applied sciences. The sult of the life devotion of these ball squad as certified by Coach
physicist was responsible for the clar pioneers we have aeronautical en Cowell shall be excused from classes
WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS OF
ifying of our notions regarding the gineering science. It is of weight to at 3.30.
properties of gases, including steam, remember that Lillienthal and one of
Beginning Friday, October 17, the
and hence laid the foundations o f the the Wrights gave their lives for the business office will be open on week
applied science of mechanical engin science of aeronautics, and that Dr. days, except Saturday, from 9.30 a.
23 Ham Street
41 Locust Street
5 Silver Street
eering. The names o f Sadie Carnot, Langley, persecuted by the news m. to 12M., and 1.30 p. m. to 4.30 p.
of James Prescott Joule, and of Lord papers for the semi-successful results m. Saturday from 9.30 a. m. to 12
of his early machines and rebuffed by M., and 1.15 p. m. to 1.50 p. m.
CLYDE L. WHITEHOUSE Kelvin are immortal in this field.
An American physicist, a student of the United States Congress when he
Optician
radiation, Edward L. Nichols, founded appealed for more financial aid for
— Lunches at All Hours — Eyes Tested, Glasses Fitted and the Illuminating Engineering Society. his experiments, died of broken heart
Repaired.
To this society we owe our progress in over his work.
Tobacco, Confectionery and 450 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H. better illumination o f street, home
(Concluded Next Week.)
Ice Cream
Entrance Next to Hopkins.
and shop. Recently, Dr. Nichols and
Thomas A. Edison have been elected R. O. T. C. OFFICERS
HAVE BEEN APPOINTED.
honorary members, the only members
Leighton’s Barber Shop
so designated, o f that society.
As the result of a competitive ex
The departments o f Electrical En
No waits in his shop as he always
ARGONNE
TRY OUR SPECIAL
has chairs enough to accommodate the gineering were given birth by the de amination held October 8, the follow
ing
appointments
as
commissioned
partments
of
physics,
in
fact,
within
crowd.
SUNDAY DINNER.
the experience of the present teachers officers in the College Battalion of
o f physics we have seen the last two Cadets are hereby announced:
Major, A. E. McKenney.
Cluett, Peabody & Co. Inc. T r o y , N . Y .
years of our laboratory develop into
T h e n a m e *4A r g o n n e ’ ’ is u s e d b y c o u r t e s y o f th e
Company
“
A
”
A r g o n n e S h ir t C o . ,
P h ila d e lp h ia
a more highly specialized series of
Captain,
J.
G.
True.
ASSETS $7,592,578.85
experiments on electrical measure
1st Lieut., S. S. Anthony.
Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly
ments. Today, in many of our so2nd Lieut., G. W. Weston.
COSTAS’S BARBER SHOP
------ At 4 per cent, per Annum -----called old-line colleges we see the
Company “ B”
electrical
engineering
measurements
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
At the New Hampshire House
Captain, H. P. Kelsey.
taken in the physical laboratories.
1st
Lieut.,
I.
F.
Sherwood.
The new field of Radio-Engineering
For N. H. College Students
2nd Lieut., D. H. Dexter.
SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS
was opened and developed by the
Company “ C”
physicist. It is unnecessary to note
Note our line of camera films, pencils, stationery, note books, in passing that few fields o f science
Captain, G. W. Patten.
electric goods and general supplies.
1st Lieut., A. R. Caplin.
offer as attractive opportunities for
2nd Lieut., C. Anagnostopoules.
NEW STRAND
the
type
of
scientist
who
is
fond
of
W. S. EDGERLY, The General Store
Company “ D”
working in virgin fields of investiga
Paramount-Artcraft
Pictures
Captain, C. M. Strong.
DURHAM,
NEW HAMPSHIRE. tion. The radio engineering had its
Saturday
Matinee,
2.45
1st Lieut., 0. C. Whitney.
origin in the prediction, based on
2nd
Lieut.,
H.
B.
Wood.
We Are Planning on Giving You
mathematical considerations, of ClerkDover, N. H.
Coast Artillery
Maxwell that there existed a new and
A loaf of Butter Krust that resembles your Mother’s bread hitherto
Capt.,
Paul
J.
Bailey.
undiscovered electro-mag
1st. Lieut., Chandler Eastman.
Guaranteed to be made from pure milk, pure cane sugar, pure netic wave, which would be found to
2nd Lieut., Carl D. McKelvie.
Don’t Fail to Patronize the
flour, pure shortening, pure salt and pure yeast.
move with the same velocity as light
The examination was in three
waves. Then came the discovery of
IDEAL
BOWLING ALLEYS
M.
M. BAKERIES
electro-magnetic waves by Heinrich parts. The first part consisted of ten
AND BARBER SHOP OF
Dover,
New Hampshire Hertz, who burned out his life by too questions on the Infantry Drill Reg
T. W. SCHOONMAKER
zealous application to his researches ulations, the second consisted of ten
on the Small Arms Firing
FIRST CLASS WORK
V IC T R O L A S
G R A F O N O L A S before he had attained the age of 37. questions
The names of many o f the workers in Manual, and the third was to take
ALL THE LATEST RECORDS
this field are familiar to the reader, charge of a Sophomore Company, and
Sheet Music
Stationery Feddersen, Marconi, deForrest, Flem put them through a prescribed list of
Everything in Greeting Cards
movements on the drill field.
ing.
The sophomore infantry company FUNERAL
W . C. S P A U L D IN G
The highly technical work o f mak
DIRECTORS
has
been broken up and combined
Center Street,
Exeter, N. H. ing optical instruments has been
Auto Service
slighted in America, but is now being with the four freshmen companies.
Dover,
New Hampshire.
favored. One of our large universi
COMMUTERS DISCUSS THE
ties is planning, in co-operation with
NEW FIVE-DOLLAR POLL TAX.
one of the few optical instrument
companies in this country, to in
Last Wednesday noon
at
1.00
If you cannot call, mail us your orders. We will shop as troduce a four years’ course in the o ’clock the commuting girls met in
carefully as though you were here in person. Prompt attention physics of optical instrument making. their Rest Room at Smith Hall, to dis Washington St.,
Dover, N. H .
This is in addition to a more general cuss the topic of “ Woman Suffrage
given all orders. Good Values in Students’ Furniture.
four-year course in physics which has and the new five-dollar poll tax.”
been in operation for several months. The discussion raised a great deal of
The Massachusetts Institute of Tech interest, because of the possibility of
HIGGINS’ ICE CREAM
nology has inaugurated three distinct the girls soon voting. The question
PUT UP IN ALL FORMS
courses in physics, to extend over four as to whether a woman should or
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE. years each.
A. F. HIGGINS, Prop.
should not hold office, was also talked
The making and constant improve over thoroughly.
136 Water St.,
Exeter

Some of the coats are pinch back, some
waist seam, but every line and pattern,
every style and model is in the line that
young men appreciate*

Special Underwear in the right weight
for this weather*

FRANK W. HANSON, EST.
C. S. LANGLEY &, SON

E. J. Y O R K

Lumber, Grain and Coal of all Kinds

CARTLAND GROCERY & PROVISION CO.
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS

GRANT’S

LEIGHTON’S CAFE

STRAFFORD SAVINGS BANK

a/ ™ A R R O W
Jormfil COLLAR

&

TASKER & CHESLEY

Out-of-Town Customers

E. MORRILL FURNITURE CO.

0RPHEUM THEATRE

SIMPLICITY

N E W S Y IT E M S
OF T H E A L U M N I.

“ Lou” Tilton, ’19, was in town
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last
PHYLLIS BLANCHARD
week. He left for New York state
TO PUBLISH BOOK where he has received a fine position
as herdsman on a millionaire’s dairy
Was Recently a Delegate from Clark farm and will have the care of some
University to the International
very high priced stock. He will be
Conference of Women Phy
under the supervision of “ Bill” Hoyt,
sicians — “ Vic” Smith,
'17, who is manager of the farm.
’ 16, Teaching in Texas
“ Bill” Rogers, ’15, is now working
in the Amoskeag mills, where he is
Miss Phyllis Blanchard, ’17, who is
doing construction work.
research assistant to President G.
Annie McWeenie, ex-’21, was a vis
Stanley Hall at Clark University, was
the delegate from the University to itor over the week-end. She is now
the
International Conference
of registered at Boston University. Dur
Women Physicians, held at the Na ing her stay here she was the guest of
tional Headquarters of the Y. W. C. Miss Bartlett.
A. in New York City, through the
Ralph S. Reed, ex-’06, was in Dur
Social Morality Committee of the War ham Sunday afternoon. His home is
Work Council. Miss Blanchard is now in Worcester, Mass.
soon to publish, through Moffatt, Yard
M. Joy Griffin, ’17, is doing special
& Co., of New York, a book called
research work in chemistry here at
“ The Adolescent Girl,” which was
written during her study in the pre Durham.
George Burke, ’16, was married re
paration of her thesis for her doctor s
cently in Virginia. Details will appear
degree.
Irene Huse, ’18, is doing secretarial in a later issue.

Speaks on the Qualities of the Man
Memorial Fund Campaign This
Week— Very Poor Attendance

At a very poorly attended mass
meeting held in the gymnasium last
IN
Sunday afternoon, in the interest of
the Roosevelt Memorial Fund, Prof.
Albert Bushneil Hart of Harvard
spoke on “ The Qualities of Roose
velt.” Prof. Hart was introduced to
the audience by Professor Richard
Whoriskey.
Typifying Roosevelt as the greatest
Avoids waste and makes possible quick and easy
American and placing him as the
handling of milk.
idealistic “ Character” type of Bunyon,
Prof. Hart told his hearers of the
The DeLaval Cream Separator is remarkably
wonder of the man. He said, “ we
read of Washington and the great
simple. Thousands of DeLavals are run and cleaned
things that he did, but Roosevelt, the
by children every day.
American, we have seen.”
Prof. Hart was a classmate of
Roosevelt’s at Harvard more than 43
This simplicity, means long life and freedom
years ago. From the time of his en
from repairs, and is the outcome of over forty years
trance into college life “ Teddy” was
of unquestioned leadership in cream separator in
fated to become a leader. He was
active in almost every branch of col
venting, developing and perfecting.
lege life and belonged to many clubs
and societies. Handicapped by a
Every part has been developed to its highest
work at Boston University.
Allan Leighton, ’12, is spending his somewhat slender physique he over
Frank McKone, former instructor vacation in Concord with his wife and came the setback and fought for rec
degree of simplicity coupled with efficiency and the
of mathematics and a graduate of this boy. He is located with Bureau of ognition throughout his college days.
DeLaval has earned for itself the name of being
Shortly after his graduation from
college, who has been in Seattle, Mines at Pittsburg.
“ The World Standard of Separator.”
college he was elected to the N. Y.
Washington, is now in New York as
“ Graft” Meserve, ’17, is travelling
Legislature. His training there served
assistant secretary in the Automo for the Goodrich Tire Co.
as a great help to him in later life and
tive Society.
More DeLavals are in use than of all other
Edgar S. Ross, ’17, is in Durham some of his experiences served to fur
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Smith are both
doing Industrial Research in chemis ther his determination not to be
makes combined.
teaching in a negro mission school of
try for the oldest chemical company in “ bossed” by any particular political
Bishop College, Marshall, Texas. Mr.
the United States. He is also regis crowd. His pleasing salutation for
Smith was in the class of ’16 and has
See the local De Laval agent, or, if you don’t know
tered as a graduate student in per- rich and poor alike was a source of
just been released from the service.
suit of an advanced degree in chem many friends for him.
him, write to the nearest De Laval office as below
Mrs. Smith was in the class of ’19.
Selected as the running mate for
istry.
Louis Hoffman, ’19, is working for
McKinley, Roosevelt succeeded him to
the New England Telephone and Tele
ALUMNI! !
the chair at the time of his death.
graph Co. in Trenton, N. J.
Not a man since the time of Jackson
Alumni of New Hampshire! We had made himself heard and felt by
“ Bill” Rogers, ’08, is with the
want your attention for a few mo the Congress of the United States, but
Amoskeag Co. in Manchester.
61 Beale Street
29 East Madison Street
165 Broadway
Olive Ashford, ’19, of Antrim was ments. Do you know that Saturday, when “ Teddy” became President he
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
November 1st, has been designated as not only made himself heard but when
NEW YORK
in town last week.
“
Leland Crafts, ’15, former instruc Home Coming Day” at the college? they refused to listen to him he went
tor of English here, is doing graduate That on this date there will be the right over their heads and appealed to
work in Psychology at Clark Uni greatest football card ever staged at the people. He was the people’s pres
SURPLUS $300,000
Durham. The New Hampshire State ident and did just what the people
CAPITAL $100,000
versity.
varsity eleven, one of the best that wanted him to and when they wanted
Elizabeth Chickering, ex-’21, is
has ever represented your college, will it.
studying at the George Washington
play Massachusetts Aggies and in
Prof. Hart’s talk was in the interest
DOVER, N. H.
University, Washington, D. C.
addition to that on the same day and of the drive for funds for the Roose
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers
Robert J. Irish, ex-’22, has a posi on the same field the New Hampshire
velt Fund which started yesterday
Checks for Sale.
tion as chief clerk in the American State Freshmen will meet Dartmouth
under the auspices of the Student
Express Co., Newburg, N. Y.
Freshmen. In addition to this the Council. This drive will last all this
Lewis Tilton, ’19, who is working new college band, cheering, old New week and it is to be hoped that all of
PATRONIZE
on a dairy farm with “ Bill” Hoitt, ’17, Hampshire songs and a day back at the students will make it their point
in New York, was in Durham this the old college. Does this not appeal to contribute. Solicitors have been
to you? Your classmates and friends appointed and it is hoped that the
week.
For Pop Corn, Cigars, and Cookies. Fine Confectionery
o f college days will be back. Will campus will be thoroughly canvassed.
The
older
members
of
the
town
will
a Specialty. Try Our College Ices.
be interested to learn of the marriage you be one of them? A day of some
MAIN STREET,
DURHAM, N. H. of Professor Clarence Weed’s daugh thing doing every minute.
y. W. C. A. TO EXHIBIT FILMS
If you are following the team this
IN GYMNASIUM TONIGHT.
ter, Helen, to Mr. John Sanders. Mr.
Weed was a former professor of En year you already know of the excel
F. H. LOUGEE & SON
Tonight at 8.15 in the Gymnasium a
tomology here and is now teaching in lent showing to date. The scalps of
Jewelers
Bates, Connecticut Aggies and Nor series of five motion pictures will be
the normal school at Lowell.
LADIES’ WRIST WATCHES, $15.00 to $38.00. Come to
Kathleen Wallace, ex-’22, is study wich already hang at the belts of the shown, under the auspices of the Y.
varsity while the season is yet young. W. C. A. These films will be shown
ing music in Boston.
Lougee’s for jewelry repairs.
Do you know that many of the for this year in most of the women’s col
388 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
“ Chuck” Weigel, ’16, was in Dur
mer boys are back of the 1917 eleven leges of the country, and are sent out
ham several days ago. He has a posi
that made such an excellent showing, from the National Board. This col
tion with the Federal Horticultural
Captain Dewey Graham, Doc Bell, lege is among the very first to secure
Board, his work consisting o f inspect
Gadbois, “ Dutch” Connors and others the use of the pictures.
ing camphor fields in Florida. Ih e
|
THAT OLD SUIT
while new men are making their
The films are called “ Blue Triangle
camphor industry is one of the many
names in the halls of New Hampshire in France,” “ Blue Triangle in China,”
^ which you were going to discard al
begun in this country since the war
“ Our Girls,” “ Eliza Lucas Hall,” and
Atheletic fame.
ii together will not appear like the
prevented importation.
same thing after being cleaned,
Have you also noticed the new “ Triangle Trailers.” The work of the
“ Chuck” Bennett, ’17, is in Florida policy in athletics?
pressed and done over by the AmeriRegular fresh Association in China will be shown,
*£ can Dye House cleaners. This is only
working with “ Chuck” Weigel in men teams in all sports, except cross and the war work in France. A ‘ pic
an instance of why it pays to have
specting camphor.
country and track. The Freshmen ture story” of the summer conferences
tt* vour garments cared for by us. Your
“ Sid” Wentworth, ’16, until recently have a fine eleven this year that is held this year will be included, and
'♦> attire will look better, last longer and
tH give you much greater satisfaction
a captain in the marines, has recently representative of New Hampshire. among these, Silver Bay. The stu
than if neglected and allowed to grow
received his discharge. He is now at Like the varsity they have been suc dents may thus have an opportunity
* shabby.
cessful defeating such strong high actually to see what this, the largest
home in Hollis, N. H.
Charles Coburn, ’18, is teaching school teams as Manchester High, of all the summer conferences, really
is, and to see the girls of the 1919
agriculture at Camp Devens to re Haverhill High and others.
Yes on Nov. 1st, Mass. Aggies, our delegation taking part in the activ
$ 472 Central, Ave., Dover,
Tel. 272M
tained soldiers. Until recently he was
7£
Somersworth Phone, 204-2
old rivals, will be back with us and ities.
a demobilization officer.
t
The admission will be only ten
Oscar Garland, ’19, spent the week the game is sure to be a hummer.
Massachusetts Aggies has a fine team cents, and it is hoped that a large
end in Durham. He has been work
this fall. We are out to win and number will take the opportunity to
ing in Portsmouth.
want and need your support on this see these exceptional pictures.
“ Archie” Spencer, ’18, was a visitor
You all know the caliber of the
I here Sunday. He has recently been date.
Ethelle Hayes, ’20, and Rachel BugDartmouth Freshies in years past, but
discharged from the army and after we are going to show them this year. bee, ’21, were elected delegates to the
being home for a month will take up
I
Will Do Better By Buying Their
New Hampshire is bigger and bet Student Council by the Girls’ Council
a position in Boston with Stone and ter than ever before. It’s growing and at a meeting held in Thompson Hall
I*
I
Webster, an engineering concern.
there is no end in sight. Just think Wednesday afternoon.
“ Bill” Nudd, ’19, is now located in o f it nearly 800 students at college.
Hartford, where he has a position in You’ll never know the old school and
the electrical department of the New spirit. Just come back and see for * S W !fi* * * * * * 'J iS * * * * * S * * * * * * * *
England Telephone and Telegraph Co. yourself. November 1st, 1919, is the * THE RECORD
PRESS *
“ Tommy” Cochrane, ’17, is situated date and we expect you.
Henry K. Dow, Prop.
g
at present in F'almerton, Penn., where
*
*
Dean Groves has been invited by
he is employed by the New Jersey Ink
Co. He is about to go out west to President G. Stanley Hall of Clark
Wyoming where he will work for an University to speak at a meeting
«
Specialists in catering to all
*
OF
of his seminar.
oil concern.
kinds
of
P rinting
W ants—
jfc
Printers
o f The N ew H am pOscar C. Brown, ’17, was here last
(fi
shire.
Auctioneer: “ Will you bid on this
week. He is now connected with the
* P O R T L A N D ST., R O C H E S T E R , N . H.
Bureau of Mines in Pittsburg. Oscar picture?”
1-3
3
i t . . , 88-2
uu-*.
Residence P h o n e ,-----------* , Tel.,
Schmidt: “ Ach, nein!”
is
considering
doing
graduate
work
|
65 Water Street,
Exeter, N. H.
Auctioneer: “ Who’ll make it ten ?” * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
at Cornell.

Cream Separator Construction

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK
R U N L E T T ’S

AMERICfN DYE HOUSE

f

College Boys and Girls

I Banners
Pennants
Moccasins Snow Shoes
T oboggans
Skis
and Novelties

I

W. A. SHIPLEY

| PRINTERS
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ANDOVER HELD
TO SMALL SCORE

SHOES

FOR YOUNG MEN
Young men always want Smart Styles in Shoes.
Our Success in pleasing YOUNG MEN with Shoes is
not just “ luck” — it’s due to our knowledge of Young
Men’s wants and our ability to provide for them.

OUR NEW FALL SHOES
Are ready and our lines are all a tinge with swell new
STYLE FEATURES! There are handsome leathers
in new Mahogany, Cocoa and Cherry Shades.

Those Better Shoes, Hurley and Co-operative

COLBY’S SHOE STORE
Dover, N. H.

Lower Square,

T H E A. H. PLACE DRUG CO.
P H A R M A C IS TS

NEW M ARKET,
N E W HAM PSHIRE
And dealers in Stationery, Blank Books, Toilet Articles, Wall Papers,
Sporting Goods, B. P. S. Paints and Varnishes, Brushes and Painters’ Sup
plies. We use New Hampshire College Cream and in also the best Ice Cream
in the state. When in town call and see us.
Suits cleaned and pressed. Second
hand clothes bought and sold. Kid
Fairchild Hall gloves cleaned.

ROSCOE NORTHEY
Room 213,

First class developing and printing.
PETER
Amateur Photographic work o f all
Exeter,
kinds. Work guaranteed.

WHITEHOUSE CAFE
Formerly McLean’s
The very best things to eat.
Cooking.
125 Water Street,

New Hampshire

P. J. DO YLE

Home
Exeter

DR. CHAPMAN
DENTIST
Dover,

NICHOL

The New Hampshire
House Tailor
Suits Cleaned and Pressed.

Work

Guaranteed.

New Hampshire

LOTHROPS-PINKHAM CO.

CURRIER STUDIO
187 Water St.,

Leading Pharmacists

Exeter, N. H. Franklin Square,

Dover, N. H.

Does the kind o f work that pleases. Agents for Kodaks and Photographic
Try us for your Christmas photog Supplies. Dealers in Wall Paper,
rapher. Open from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. Room Mouldings and Window Shades.

❖

The Church in Durham
REV. VAUGHAN DABNEY, Pastor.
SUNDAY SERVICES
10.45

Morning worship. Sermon by the Rev. S. H. Dana,
D.D., of Exeter.

12 M

Church School in the vestry. Prof. E. P. Robinson,
Supt.
The following classes will be held in the auditorium:
Freshman class for boys, led by Mr. Fisher;
freshman class for girls, led by Mrs. Henderson;
Adult Bible Class, led by Mr. Lewis.
Regular meeting of the N. H. Y. P. 0. in the vestry.

12 M

7.00

COMING EVENTS
Sunday, November 2, is Red Cross Sunday. There will
be a community mass meeting in the church at 7.30 that
evening in the interests of the Red Cross. Inspirational
community sing. The speaker is Col. Fred T. Murphy, the
famous surgeon, who has recently returned from France
and who now makes his home in Durham. All invited.
Next meeting Durham Men’s Club will be Wednesday,
* November 5.
4*

|
I
|
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BRUSH DISPOSAL.

The women accustomed to wearing
a high cut lace Shoe will do well to
By K. W. Woodward, Professor of select this Black Kid Model. Price
Forestry, New Hampshire College. $8.00. Orogopay $10.00.
Lone Touchdown Scored in Third
Period Spells Defeat for the
Early in September a meeting was
Freshmen— First Loss of the
held at Bethlehem at which matters
Year— Several 1923 Men
of interest to every woodlot owner
Hurt
were discussed. The principal address
For the first time this season, the was by Colonel H. S. Graves, the head
plucky little New Hampshire State of the U. S. Forest Service. His re
freshman team was defeated, when it marks may be briefly summarized as
was forced to take the small end of a follow s:
“ My service abroad impressed me
7-0 score against Phillips-Andover
Academy last Saturday afternoon at anew with a necessity of having bet
Brothers Field, Andover The game ter care taken o f our private woodwas the cleanest, hardest fought con lots. The French forests had been so
test that was ever seen at Andover. well taken care of that they were able
In spite o f this fact however several during the war to supply the entire
injuries were sustained by the 1923 demands o f the French, Belgian,
British and American armies for lum
team.
Hawkes, one o f the freshmen backs, ber and fire wood. Our forests al
received a broken rib and will be put though originally much larger than
out of the game for about three those of France are not in such good
weeks. “ Red” Howard, captain o f the shape. The northeast and the Lake
freshmen, was knocked out and forced States have already been cut out.
to retire from the game for a while. There is only about ten years more
BLACK FOOTWEAR MUCH IN
He returned however in the last of cutting in the South Atlantic and Gulf
VOGUE. RECENT DEMANDS FOR
the fourth period. Gustafson, an States. The only large supply of
Women’s and Misses’ Black Lace
other of New Hampshire’s 1923 backs virgin timber left is that in Northern
Boots for street and dress wear are
received the worst injury of the game California, Oregon and Washington.
unusual in the face o f the present
when one o f the bones in his leg was We can not rest content because we
popularity o f brown shades. Our
broken. This injury will keep him have National Forests, because fourcustom o f having frequent arrivals
out o f the game for the rest of the fifths of the merchantable timber in
of new shipments is so conducted that
the United States is in private hands.
season.
this demand does not interfere with
“ The most important
problem
HARD FOUGHT GAME
our ability to supply the latest ac
therefore is working out some means
During the first half of the game
cepted style in Black Footwear.
of securing a desirable second growth
the tide of battle kept see-sawing
after these private woodlands have
back and forth, with the ball for the
been cut over. Exactly what these
most part kept in the center o f the
methods should be depend upon the
field. Neither side could seem to
Dover, N. H.
tree species to be reproduced and the 101 Washington St.,
pierce the other’s line o f attack suc
climatic conditions. In the northeast
cessfully. A few short runs were
it is my opinion that most cut-over
pulled off but nothing resulted from
LOW ELL TEXTILE
areas will come up to desirable species
them.
PLAYS SATURDAY
if forest fires are prevented and a
In the third period. Ackerley of
reasonable number of seed trees left.
Andover fell on the ball after his
New Hampshihe, Still Undefeated, to
The Federal and State Governments
team-mate, Talmadge, had blocked a
Try to Keep Up Record— Team
are already furnishing fire patrol. It
freshman punt and the tide of battle
Trains Easy This Week^-Hunis up to the private owner to dispose
swept dangerously near to New
tington School Plays 1923
of his slash. From the experience on
Hampshire’s goal. A fter a series of
November 8
the National Forests I feel sure that
line plunges the ball was brought to
this can be done for less than $1.00
Next Saturday, the varsity meets
the three-yard line. The next play
per thousand board feet. Of course Lowell Textile here at Durham and
was a fake pass and Captain Adams
it is understood that the
private Coach Cowell is confident that his
succeeded in worming his way across
owner cannot be expected to clean up men will make it five straight. This
the line f •the only touchdown o f the
their brush and hold their lands for a date was originally for Fort McKinley
game.
second crop unless they are taxed but was changed. The team is in fine
For the rest o f the game neither
more justly and the State and Fed trim after the Vei’mont game and will
team threatened the other’s goal.
eral Governments provide adequate have an easy workout this week.
The summary:
fire, insect and fungous protection.” “ Les” Andrews will be missed in the
Andover
1923
1’he question which was most dis
r. e., Neville cussed at the meeting was costs of backfield, as his bad stomach has
Ackerlex, 1. e.
r. t., Campbell brush disposal. It was evident from forced him to drop out, but his place
Latulippe, 1. t.
r. g., Cotton the remarks made by a number of will be filled by Earl Farmer, a fresh
Anderson, 1. g.
c., Patrick lumbermen that they did not under man who has shown much promise so
Talmadge, c.
1. g., Rowe stand exactly what Colonel Graves far this season.
Battee, r. g.
1. t., Howard had in mind. Fortunately there are FINE SCRAP AT QUARTER
Blodgett, r. t.,
Butler and Reardon are having a
1
.
e., Frieberg examples in nearly every county of
Bush, r. e.
q. b., Callahan of woodlots on which a satisfactory fine scrap for the quarterback berth
Adams, q. b.
r. h. b., Lowell second growth has already been se and this competition is bringing out
Wight, 1. h. b.
1. h. b., Hawkes cured. A list of these illustrations the best in them. Last Monday, Coach
W olfe, r. h. b.
f. b., Litchfield will be filed in the County A gent’s Cowell started the training table at
Smith, f. b.
Touchdown: Adams. Goals from office. In this way it will be possible the Commons, and now he can see that
Touchdown:
Smith.
Substitutions, for a woodlot owner to actually see the men do not eat anything that will
Andover: King for Ackerley; Daley what has been done and discuss with be bad for them. The freshmen have
for Latulippe; Strong for
Wolfe. one who is familiar with the local no game Saturday, but will probably
1923: Morris for Neville; Lora for conditions, what is necessary to se watch Exeter play so as to see the
Academy team in action before they
Campbell; Piper for Patrick; Cun cure satisfactory second growth.
line up against them. The freshmen
ningham for Howard; Howard for
game with Thornton, Nov. 8, has been
Frieberg; Gustafson for Hawkes; Ne
ALARMING SYMPTOMS.
cancelled, but the freshies will take
ville for Gustafson. Referee: Twomey.
Umpire, Boyeux. Head
linesman:
A friend o f mine, a doctor in Hol on Huntington school instead, at Dur
Peck. Time, two ten-minute and two yoke, told me recently that before he ham.
twelve-minute periods.
came to Holyoke he practised in a
PROF. SIMMERS SPEAKS
small town in central Massachusetts,
AT TEACHER’S CONVENTION.
CERCLE FRANCAIS PLEDGES
in which there had broken out an
SEVERAL WOMEN STUDENTS. epidemic o f chicken pox.
Last Friday, October 17, the New
One morning his small son came
The following students have ac running down the sairs and into his Hampshire State Teachers’ Associa
cepted the invitation o f the Cercle office crying: “ Oh, daddie, daddie, I’m tion met in Manchester, N. H. In the
Francais to become members of that sure I’ve got the chicken pox; I just afternoon Professor Simmers spoke
concerning the introduction of Physi
society: Judith Jenness, ’20, Olive found a feather in my bed.”
cal Education into the public schools
True, 21, Marion Berry, ’22, Janet
of the state. Miss Helen Bartlett, in
Ward, ’21, Rhoda Hyde, ’22, and Kath
Convenient.— A farmer had come up structor of physical education, then
erine Thompson, ’22. A t the regular
to town for a few days. Before he held a class in physical training, dem
meeting on Thursday evening the new
started he had promised to bring his onstrating games and folk-dances. For
members were welcomed by the pres
daughter a present, so he went into a these exercises she used some children
ident and the constitution was read.
jeweler’s shop and said to the assist from the Wilson and the
Straw
Plans for the year’s work were dis
ant: “ I want a pair of earrings, cheap, schools o f Manchester.
cussed. Mary Boyd, *21, was elected
but pretty.”
treasurer.
“ Yes, sir,” said the jeweler; “ you GIRLS PREPARING FOR
want something loud, I suppose?”
INTERCLASS HOCKEY GAMES.
OCCUPANTS OF COMMONS
“ Well, I don’t mind if one of them is
TO HOLD HOUSE DANCE.
All girls in the gymnasium classes
little loud,” replied the farmer.
“ My girl is slightly deaf in one ear.” are now working hard in order to
Miriam Lewis, ’20, was elected pres
the athletic teams. The
— Tit-Bits. “ make”
ident o f the Commons Building women
freshman girls are playing soccer, and
at a meeting held on September 30.
the sophomores and juniors are prac
This Would Have Pleased Theodore
On October 14 another meeting was
ticing for field hockey. As the teams
held at which plans fo r the house Roosevelt.— A not wholly unimportant
will be chosen next week, there is
dance, to be held on November 21, citizen and the father o f ten children
much speculation as to who will be
were discussed, and Catherine Down- came home the other night and sat at
picked out to represent the classes.
ton, ’23, was appointed collector for the table with his considerable family.
The field is being marked off in readi
“ John,” said the lady opposite, “ the
the Roosevelt Memorial Fund.
ness for the coming games.
high-chair is getting awfully rickety,”
Katherine Aldrich, ’20, has been whereupon he said:
Last Wednesday afternoon a short
“ Here’s $10, my dear, go buy a new
elected leader of the Girls’ Glee Club.
meeting of the Mandolin Club was
one— a good substantial one, some
Alice Scott, ’21, is manager.
held, and Grace Wallace, ’20, was
thing that will last.”— Buffalo News.
chosen as manager, with Nellie J.
A little Freshman, now and then
Dore, ’21, as librarian and secretary.
Is relished by all Sophomore men.
Men may come and men may go, The club will begin work as soon as
— Sayings of a Soph.
but boobs go on forever.
a director can be found.

